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Do you want to own a dragon? What approximately elevating an entire farm complete of them? Teach 

your creatures, play with friends, and feature a blast with dragon metropolis mod apk 2022 for 

android. Down load the game now! Do you think you can teach and develop and entire metropolis 

complete of dragons? Then down load dragon metropolis for android now! On this recreation you’ll 

be capable of fill up your dragon ebook with every species to be had. Beautify them with various skins 

and feature them research effective talents because the evolve and grow. If you want to get the very 

fine dragons in dragon city but don’t know wherein to start, you’re in success. We've indexed, the 

apexes of these kind of mythical creatures. Quickly, you’ll turn out to be a whole alpha, dominating 

everybody else within the competition in pvp. So, with out similarly ado, here are the pinnacle 10 

dragons in dragon metropolis.  
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this list is the iceberg dragon. This creature has sharp icicle spear on its back that guard it from any 

threats and incoming harm. Some of its iconic simple skills that deal a few critical damage are typhoon 

and ice spikes. Likewise, as soon as trained your damage output reaches 1350, with whirlpool and 

cryogenic freeze at your disposal. Nature, struggle, and flame types are at a critical disadvantage 

against this subzero threat. Slow and regular wins the race. Dps isn't as exceptional as the alternative 

dragons, for this reason its placing as the ninth best. But, just take a look at that adorable face! 

Flamethrower and rotting spell each do a pretty decent 1200 quantity of harm to enemies. And, once 

skilled, you’ll have get right of entry to to the more powerful beehive and magma storm skills. One of 

the best belongings for your team for having a frame as long lasting as metal. The chainmail dragon is 

a devastating foe that deals closely towards terra, ice, and nature factors. It’s karate brick wreck is a 

seriously risky talent. But, once you’ve mastered this mechanical monster, you’ll be dealing 1350 

damage with its ninja stars. 
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